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Other News
The new R. Ostermeier collection, Therapeutic Tales, is
scheduled for publication in March/April 2022. The
new collection of tales will include Skin-and-grief—
≈
—Broodcomb Press was honoured to be part of The
Doomed House of Abraxas. The story Skin-and-grief was
published in this Mount Abraxas collection this autumn,
and the result was the most beautiful bound tale—
≈
Therapeutic Tales follows the unsettling stories found in
A Trick of the Shadow, copies of which are limited, but a
[b] edition will be printed early in the new year.

Stranger, dreams verily are baffling and unclear of meaning,
and in no wise do they find fulfilment in all things for men.
For two are the gates of shadowy dreams, and one is fashioned of horn and one of ivory. Those dreams that pass
through the gate of sawn ivory deceive men, bringing words
that find no fulfilment. But those that come forth through
the gate of polished horn bring true issues to pass, when
any mortal sees them. But in my case it was not from thence,
methinks, that my strange dream came—
The Odyssey

Broodcomb releases Delivery Artefacts by Jude Golby and
Another at the turn of the year. Drawn from contemporaneuous documents, this book outlines the aftermath
of a particularly disquieting episode in peninsular life.
Scholar Jude Golby finds his memories of a departed friend are urgently sought by a facility sited deep in
the hills between Ockmarsh and Petersdock—
The report that unfolds is an unsettling addition to
the Broodcomb Press family, taking the reader far into
questions of what it means to be a human being.
It might not be for you—

from Delivery Artefacts
1.1 On the wall in his college study, John Moonfeld had
a picture taken when he was rescued from the children’s
home. There had been cruelty – almost all physical –
and when the police finally began to take notice, the
panicked carers locked the children on the top floor.
It was assumed from the amount of flammable liquids
found that the intention was to burn the building with
everyone in it, but the children had fought and the police arrived before the fire could be lit.
The original photograph is from after the arrests
took place. The boy Moonfeld is being led out by a
policewoman. He’s about twelve, cut, dirty, covered in
blood. His face is unusual as a cheekbone was broken in
the fight. The policewoman is leaning over as if to shelter him with her body. Moonfeld’s right hand is flung
out to the side, fingers wide.
“It’s a reminder,” he said of the picture, “it’ll be
ditched when I no longer need it.”
By the time he said this, the original photograph was
nine deep in the frame. In his twenties, on an unimportant day, he put tracing paper over the picture and – fast
– traced the outline of himself as a boy. He couldn’t
draw so it came out blocky, square-fingered. His bust
face in particular came out like a melting mask. He liked
the new drawing though, and put it in the frame on top
of the photograph.
Over years, at odd intervals, he’d do another, always
using the last made as a template, Telephone in pictorial form. As might be expected, these updated pictures
grew more abstract, but his outflung right hand remained identifiable as a hand. In the original the palm
faced backward, fingers splayed, as if boy-Moonfeld
was trying to stop a child to his right running forwards
into danger, yet no one’s there, and he could never answer why he was in that pose, or even if he was, as it
might have been a chance moment that got caught on
film. Yet he kept that hand, and every part of the original to the right of it – the body, the face, the supporting policewoman, the stumbling legs – turned into thick
bars of rough black ink. It wasn’t pretty. It wasn’t art,
and at whatever stage the drawing was at – when he
was thirty, forty, fifty – the image never seemed to have
any meaning, apart from what meaning was given by his
constant renewing of it. However, when he was dead,
existing only as consciousness at the facility, the thick
black lines no longer seemed the remnants of a forearm, a leg, a dragged bone. They were standing stones,
tomb markers, fallen lintels.

Alternate image from Inexistent Texts No. 2
1.2 Others knew Moonfeld better, but when approached
I was told there was an issue with having a close friend
or family member involved. I knew there’d been familial
upset over the fact Moonfeld had left his body to science and assumed this was the reason.
All I was told was that Hoskin, the project leader,
wanted someone who knew the man well, and in an
academic context, but not so close that rivalry or intellectual looting would be a temptation. She insisted the
person chosen not be in the same field (Mathematics) as
Moonfeld. A consultation, she told me then answered no
other questions until after I’d agreed—
≈
Delivery Artefacts is at the printers and available to buy
from Broodcomb Press (www.broodcomb.co.uk) soon.
The initial run will be a strictly limited and numbered
(100) hardback edition.
≈

Slow flicker
Petulino and I live at some distance from the settlements, in the converted chapel on the way to the castle.
The area is wooded. At dawn there are wood-pigeons at
hoot; at dusk furtive creatures hide their secrets under
the leaves. To be caught in the sounds of the country
is more beguiling to me than any music, and in the near
noises of animals, I feel comfort and a belief our activities sit on a spectrum where difference is slight: the
aspect and intensity with which I write up my omissionary notes is not too distant from a vole’s ordering of her
safety or an owl’s plumbing of the depth and temperature of his darkness.
Night fell. I closed my eyes and listened to the
sounds from outside. Bird sounds are curved when
hearing is the focus, and an aeroplane heard when my
eyes are shut I interpret as a fingernail pulled slowly
across an emery board. Birdsong itself is a squeezed
sound, accordionoid in nature, the internal architecture
of the bird body shaping the song as it exits; in a similar
way, a house shapes the short sounds of humans into
their own distinct song: turning sounds, steps, hinged
noises, angular as a dripping tap. Behind me I heard the
chapel clock; because it knocks (ticks), a clock is a human sound, unnatural. Nature is egg-shaped, squeezed;
humans are square-edged, knocky.
At the first fell hoot of the owl, I opened my eyes
and looked out towards the woods. In the distance was
a sliver of tall green light, dim in the gloom of the wood
yet still visible. Once I’d been lost in these woods years
before, and a part of me was spooked by them still. I
asked Petulino if she fancied an evening walk around
the castle. We headed for the light. The glow was not my
imagination or some birch-light reflection of the moon:
one of the trees was glowing all the way up its length.
“Bioluminescence,” Petulino said. “There’s a pulse
to it.”
She was right: the light was brightening at ten-second intervals, a slow flicker only discernible close to.
“It’s the whole trunk,” I whispered to her. The pulse
made the tree seem like an animal in my mind and so I
did not want to spook it.
Petulino sniffed the bark. “Musty. I think it’s a graft.
Or it’s been infected by a bioluminescent fungus.”
She brought her face close to the trunk. The slow
flicker was pronounced given the canvas of her face, the
pulse deepening the shadow along her nose and softening the down on her cheeks. A square of light in the eye
opened and closed like a door. (I recalled being taught
this ‘trick’ in art classes as a boy.)

“It’s beautiful,” I said, “like a street lamp in a forest.”
She looked deeper into the wood. “There’s another.”
Up ahead was a more slender light, not on the path,
and beyond that, again not on any of the trodden ways,
was a thick band of green light. Petulino was driven by
the thought a path had been laid out, but by the time we
reached this third tree no further light was visible.
On turning back, in the greater dark of the deep
wood we looked back the way we’d come and, from our
angle, the three trees were close together: thick, slim,
medium.
“Like an arboreal barcode,” she said. “An organic ID
for the wood.”
She grinned, teeth as hard as finger bones in the
moonlight, and we kissed there in the green-lit trees.
—from The Revenants

Planned cover art for The Revenants

≈
The Revenants is the new book by O. Jamie Walsh. Meandering and plotless by design, The Revenants is the narrative journal of a fictional self, filled with strange tales
and poetry. The Settlements by the same fictional author is
out now at www.broodcomb.co.uk.
This book was due out this year, but in all truth my
eye is constantly drawn to shinier, newer tales. I remain
hopeful my internal magpie’s flightiness will be damped
before long—
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The static
after The Horses, Edwin Muir

Some listened on after the broadcasts
ended, winding their radios at dusk
for the static to earth their sleep. At dawn,
barely a twelvemonth after, Ennin
rose to speak in the hall and said
he’d heard, ‘distinct as one boot falling’,
the fleet bickering of hooves on tarmac.
It fell to me to tell him how human it was
to hunt pattern; after all those months
of white noise, to hear a voice in the fuss
was to catch hold of the eerie human call
in the surf, like the keening of the drowned,
their voices with the exact pitch and reach
of the waves. ‘We impose order,’ I said.
Then Lenna heard them: a fleet of hooves
tacking from left to right in the static.
‘That falling-into-a-well sound.’ A voice,
the words almost distinct. ‘But nothing more.
A sense the accent was off, perhaps, as if
someone was taking the piss, or vowels

had drifted a century since.’ I explained
static was history, the universe: a strand
of bristling silk clutched in a ratchet
locked shut at the start of Time.
‘You listen too hard, Lenna, gripping
any sound like your ears were fists.
There’s nothing there but background.’
Yet on the quiet I began myself to listen.
Nights fell. I lined the silence with white noise,
wound the radio, left its black thumb out.
The static differed nightly, like the run-in
grooves to records of varying ages, the needle
settling in with the sharp crackle of kindling
catching, or the near inaudible fizz
of a tongue pressed on honeycomb.
I listened and there was nothing orderly,
but for the others, the horses came to one,
then two, then to all. And then more.
‘Children swimming,’ Ahlen said, ‘if I had to guess.
Children swimming back to shore.’
I listened. Tooling down the dial
made me dream of barcodes grown restless.
In the white hours, the static was a language
after a landslip: the sharp coastline left
after the bulk of words had calved into the sea,
only initial ks and ps and ts remaining.
‘I can hear them,’ Oren said. ‘Like a fast tap drip.’
He mimicked the sound of a trotting horse
slowing into a walk’s clatter, then
the fidget clop of bored hooves. I listened
and heard nothing, and dreamt the static
was a rainstorm where each drop
falling was a letter stamped from tin.
‘It’s a playground in the far distance,’ Fenn said.
‘Like a stampede of laughter just audible.’
I heard nothing, nothing, and lying awake,
turning the latchkey fears of dawn wakefulness,
began to believe a thing was behind
the bead curtain of the static, breathing shallow:
a hid child waiting to be sought, growing
more deliriously giddy the harder I listened.
first published in Poetry London, 2015

